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SAVE THE DATES!

Quarterly Seminar
Plan to attend one of our
next quarterly seminars.
Our team will be speaking
on current financial and
economic topics. Our
seminars fill up quickly,
so please RSVP if you plan
to attend on the seminar
dates listed below as seats
are limited.
DATES & TIMES:

Tues, August 6, 2019
Noon – Lunch provided
Weds, August 7, 2019
Noon – Lunch provided
Thurs, August 8, 2019
Noon – Lunch provided
5:30pm – Light hors d’oeuvres
PLACE:

Clayton Wealth Partners
716 S. Kansas Ave.
Topeka, KS

CWP is a Corporate Member of the
National Association of Personal
Financial Advisors (“NAPFA”). If you’d
like more information about NAPFA
visit their website at napfa.org.

THE

QUARTERLY
It’s all about Policy Now

U.S.

stocks posted solid gains in
the second quarter of 2019,

with the S&P 500 returning a total 4.3%

JAMES WALDEN,

cfa

Partner & Chief
Investment Officer

including dividends. So far this year, the
S&P has notched a total 18.5% return, the
best first-half gain in more than 20 years.
(To be fair, the beginning of this measurement period was close to the bottom of the

and Xi had just concluded a meeting at the

deep correction in equities at the end of

G20 Summit on Financial Markets and the

2018.) Somewhat ironically, this respectable

World Economy. The two presidents agreed

performance from stocks came alongside

to restart talks aimed at reaching a broad

a meaningful drop in bond yields around

trade agreement that would end the trade

the world caused by increasing concerns of

war. Although they did not remove existing

slowing global growth.

tariffs, they agreed not to escalate tension

As we look to the back half of the year, we

further for now.

believe that near-term prospects for global

In our opinion, we are now in an era with

economies and markets are increasingly in

elevated risk of a policy mistake. It’s true that

the hands of three individuals. The first is

economic growth both here and abroad is

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell.

slowing, but we’re not convinced it’s because

As recently as December, Powell’s Fed pro-

interest rates are too high. The Fed is con-

jected several more increases in its benchmark

templating cutting rates when the yield on

interest rate. Shortly after, the Fed pivoted

10-year Treasury notes is around 2% and

towards a stance of being “patient,” sug-

rates on a 30-year fixed mortgage can be

gesting interest rates would be on hold

found under 4%.

indefinitely. Then, as evidence mounted that

We think the bigger issue is global trade. To

global economic growth was slowing, due

be sure, it’s much better for the U.S. and China

in part to uncertainty from trade tensions

to be talking about fixing issues than not

between the U.S. and China, the Fed signaled

talking. It’s good that things didn’t get worse

very loudly in June that it would cut rates at

at the G-20, but more importantly, nothing

its July meeting. Markets around the world

got resolved: no timetable has been laid

cheered the news.

out, and things could still get worse before

This brings us to the other two: President

they get better. Ultimately, we think an

Trump and China’s President Xi Jinping. As

agreement is reached; it’s in the best interest

we write this in the first week of July, Trump

of all involved. But big questions remain of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

TAKE NOTE!

Policy...

Our office will be closed on
the following dates:

when and what it would look like, and uncertainty is not the friend of corporate

Thursday, July 4th –
Independence Day
Monday, September 2nd –
Labor Day

continued from page 1

managers or market participants.
We are moving forward cautiously with investor portfolios. To be clear,
we are not sounding the alarm on impending doom. At this juncture, we
anticipate continued sluggish economic growth, and we see no evidence of
any asset bubbles. Rather, we think it’s prudent to take a relatively balanced
approach. We’re holding onto a bit more cash than usual at the moment in
most client accounts, which gives us more flexibility to be opportunistic in
what could be a volatile period. As always, please call in with any questions
or concerns you may have.

Take Care of Yourself — Staying Healthy in an Aging World

O

ur primary goal as your wealth partner is to work
with you to develop planning strategies to ensure

CLINT PATTY, j.d.

your wealth will last a lifetime. As technological

Managing Partner

changes allow our society to live longer, those strategies and
projections are carefully monitored to track the financial
health of all our clients. At the same time, it’s important to
remember that while technology is allowing us to live longer,
the rise of chronic diseases in an aging population will require

the types of chronic diseases that afflict an aging population

at least as much attention to our physical health as our

is key to preserving quality of life. A large part of prevention

financial health. Consider the following facts from a recent

involves properly managing conditions like diabetes and

guide published by Bayer Global entitled “80 is the New 60:

hypertension through a combination of diet, exercise and

Staying healthy in an aging world”:

currently available prescription medications.

• T
 oday, nearly a billion people on the earth are over the

All of this means that as technology allows us to live longer,

age of 60. By 2050, that number will rise to 2.1 billion

we need to take care of ourselves for the best quality of life

people, or nearly 22% of the population.

possible. After all, none of us wants to be the person who

• T
 he global population of people 80 and older will more
than triple by 2050 to almost 450 million.
• W
 hile the advances of the 20th century had the greatest
effect on infectious diseases, the advances of the 21st
century will need to address the problems associated
with chronic conditions that are increasingly prevalent
among older adults.
• S
 tudies conducted in the United States show that about
80% of people over 65 have at least one chronic condition,
and 68% have two or more. Among the most common of
these conditions are heart disease, lung disease, stroke,
cancer and diabetes.
• These increasingly common conditions also have an impact
on the quality of life of older people. Preventing or controlling
2

looks back and says, “If I’d have known I was going to live this
long I would have taken better care of myself”. While CWP
will continue to monitor your financial health, we encourage
everyone to work with your physician on a plan of diet and
exercise to maximize your quality of life in an aging world.

Provide Your Money Direction
What Is a Budget?
A budget is an estimation of income and expenses over a

ERIC PURCELL
Associate Wealth Advisor

set period of time and is usually continuously reviewed and
re-evaluated after having been created and implemented. A
budget is basically a financial plan for a defined period of time,
normally a year, and is a key attributor to financial success.
Budgets are not just for businesses and corporations — they
can be incredibly useful when made for managing indi-

What is an Emergency?

vidual or family finances over both the short and long term.

You should only tap into your emergency fund for true

Surplus budgets anticipate earnings unlike deficit budgets
where outflows are greater than inflows. Finally, a balanced
budget is experienced when outflows are equal to inflows.

Who Benefits from a Budget?
Personal budgets are not only for those who live a little tight
with their cash flows, live month-to-month or even paycheckto-paycheck. Rather, personal budgets are beneficial to all

emergencies. Home ownership presents a lot of emergency
scenarios, like when your home’s A/C decides to not work
on a brisk 100°F summer afternoon in Kansas, or when your
furnace pumps out its last breath when it’s 5°F in January.
These are two situations that would call for you to tap into
your emergency fund and then utilize your budget to immediately begin replenishing your emergency fund.

individuals regardless of the size of bank account balances.

Sticking to a Budget

Building a Budget

Creating, implementing, and continuously monitoring

First things first, you need to be able to keep track of your
cash flows in order to see the money coming in (sources of
income) and the money leaving (expenses). Whether you
are old-school and keep track of this with a pen and paper
or an Excel spreadsheet—or if you are more technologically
savvy and utilize budgeting software—you’ll need to find
the medium that works best for you.

a budget takes time and patience. Sticking to a budget is
not always going to be easy and you might even have some
slip-ups along the way, but don’t get discouraged and try to
remain diligent. When you find yourself wanting to indulge
in some things that you know would set your budget back,
remember the words of George Washington, that “We must
consult our means rather than our wishes.”
Once you have your budget in place, do not lose sight of the

Prepare for Emergencies

big picture and your financial goals. Try your best to remove

After you’ve begun tracking your expenses, you’ll then want

the options that allow you to cheat on your budget. Find

to build an emergency fund. Having an emergency fund

some support, whether that be a spouse, family member, or

in place will help ensure that an extra-ordinary expense

our team at Clayton Wealth Partners. Remember to give

doesn’t completely derail your budgeting efforts.

yourself small rewards along the way for being faithful to your

I recommend using automatic recurring transfers between
banking accounts as part of your budget and to set up these

budget and don’t forget to re-evaluate your budget after changes
in pay or expenses (and at least once a year, regardless).

automatic transfers on your paydays. This way, you build
your emergency fund and pay off your low-hanging debt in
regular intervals equal to a certain dollar amount or percentage of your overall income. Once one debt has been paid
off, then redirect those dollars onto the next small debt until
all credit cards and small loans have been paid off. Once a
credit card has been paid off, you do not need to close the
credit account as this will impact your credit score. However, you have effectively eliminated the need of using your
credit card as your emergency fund.
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Employee Highlight:
Full Name:
Position:

Meet Carol!

Carol Cowger
Business Operations Manager

Hobbies/Interests
outside of work: 	Flower gardening, reading, trips with family
& friends.
Favorite food: 	Summer veggies fresh from the garden —
especially corn on the cob!
Favorite book:
Favorite movie:
Favorite candy bar:
Words to live by:

I love way too many to pick one…or even ten.
Chocolat
Almond Joy
Brighten your corner, wherever you are.

PLEASE JOIN US in congratulating
Clint Patty, J.D., for being a graduate
of Leadership Greater Topeka’s Class
of 2019.
Leadership Greater Topeka is
a program of the Greater Topeka
Partnership to identify aspiring and
established leadership within the
community. Each year’s class participates in a leadership training course
that includes a two-day retreat and
eight daylong sessions.
Clint—our firm’s Managing Partner—
was one of 35 chosen for the honor
from over 175 nominations.
The sessions cover key issues
facing Topeka and Shawnee County,
including quality of life, government,
crime, education, and business and
economic development. Participants
collaborate on how they can work
to influence these issues for the
betterment of the community.

BARBARA DUNCAN, CFP®
Partner & Senior Wealth Advisor

ELIZABETH YOUNG, CFP®
Partner & Senior Wealth Advisor

ERIC PURCELL
Associate Wealth Advisor

ERICA WAGGONER
Associate Wealth Advisor

Aspire.
Prepare.
Enjoy.
With you for life.
716 S. KANSAS AVE., TOPEKA, KS 66603
785-232-3266 fax: 785-232-9602

www.claytonwealthpartners.com
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